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CHARACTERISTICS

KEY FEATURES
- FPL function:
  - Personal handbook allowing pilots to follow up the status of the submitted FPL
  - FPL complete validation through the NM B2B web services
- Briefing function: graphical selection of airports and FIRs to be integrated in the briefing, integrated briefing package including NOTAM and MET information
- NOTAM function: NOTAM/SNOWTAM proposal submission
- MET function: graphical display of MET charts
- Graphical display of aeronautical static data
- AIP documents repository

STANDARDS COMPLIANCE
- EUROCONTROL: CFMU, OPADD
- ICAO Annex 15, doc 8126
- ICAO doc 4444 Amdt 1 (FPL2012)

INTERFACES
- Interfaced with CFMU system through the CFMUB2B web services
- Interfaced with METEO systems

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
- Complete security audit performed by ANSP regulators
- Complementary component to TopSky - AIS
- Multilanguage HMI fully customizable by each user
- Full HTML interface – no software download required

BRIEFING AND FLYPLAN ON TABLET AND MOBILE
- Available from a tablet or smartphone web navigator
- Briefing information displayed on map
- Connected to the integrated briefing web service from TopSky-AIS

BOOST AIRSPACE USER SERVICES
- FPL submission and flight plan real-time update
- Fully integrated briefings combining meteorological and NOTAM information
- Operationally validated by major ANSPs: ATNS (South Africa), ANWS (Taiwan), CCL (Croatia)
- ANSP optimising solution: minimising AIS office workload
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